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Abstract.
Numerical Taxonomy aims to group in clusters, using so-called structure analysis of operational
taxonomic units (OTUs or taxons or taxa) through numerical methods.
These clusters constitute families. Structural analysis, based on their phenotypic characteristics,
exhibits the relationships, in terms of degrees of similarity, between two or more OTUs.
Entities formed by dynamic domains of attributes, change according to taxonomical requirements:
Classification of objects to form families or clusters.
Taxonomic objects are here represented by application of the semantics of the Dynamic Relational
Database Model.
Families of OTUs are obtained employing as tools i) the Euclidean distance and ii) nearest neighbor
techniques. Thus taxonomic evidence is gathered so as to quantify the similarity for each pair of
OTUs (pair-group method) obtained from the basic data matrix.
The main contribution of the present work is to introduce the concept of spectrum of the OTUs,
based in the states of their characters. The concept of families’ spectra emerges, if the superposition
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principle is applied to the spectra of the OTUs, and the groups are delimited through the maximum
of the Bienaymé-Tchebycheff relation, that determines Invariants (centroid, variance and radius).
Applying the integrated, independent domain technique dynamically to compute the Matrix of
Similarity, and, by recourse to an iterative algorithm, families or clusters are obtained.
A new taxonomic criterion is thereby formulated.
An astronomic application is worked out. The result is a new criterion for the classification of
asteroids in the hyperspace of orbital proper elements (the well-known Families of Hirayama).
Using an updated database of asteroids we ascertain the robust ess of the method. Thus, a new
approach to Computational Taxonomy is presented, that has been already employed with reference
to Data Mining.
The Informatics (Data Mining and Computational Taxonomy), is always the original objective of
our researches.
1.Introduction.
Classification is an abstraction technique used to collect objects with common properties.
The following hypothesis: 1) each object belongs to one (and only one) class and 2) for each class at
least one object belongs to the classification, allow us to delimit the domain of objects.
The association of concepts in systematic way by recourse to numerical variables has been the
source of a great variety of numerical classification techniques, that have their origin in Numerical
Taxonomy.
The search of classification concepts that facilitate a robust classification structure (not modifiable
by the addition of new information and not altered by the incorporation of new entities) constitutes
an important endeavor. In such a line, this work develops tools based on Information Theory and, as
a result, a new classification technique is found.
We discuss first principles and methods and then, as an application, we investigate the application
of our ideas to the classification of asteroids (an application to celestial bodies), and the
classification of plants in biological taxonomy, and the classification of objects of other disciplines.
A correspondence with ideas pertaining to the field of the Dynamic Databases is also established.
Taxonomic objects are here represented by the application of the semantics of the Dynamic
Relational Database Model: Classification of objects to form clusters or families [34][35][36][37].
2. Conclusions.
The integrated and dynamical treatment of the domains permits an accessible normalization process,
a rapid assignation of attribute - domain - values, the implementation of a model of data base
Dynamic and their utilization in Numerical Taxonomy.
Our contribution here is of both a theoretical and an empirical nature. The agglomeration of objects
forming classes produced by following the steps of the method (ALGORITHM) presented in this
communication allows one to obtain clusters and domains with normalized values. Additionally, the
density and range (in terms of the radius of the set) can be visualized as INVARIANT
CHARACTERISTICS of the OTUs.
From a taxonomic viewpoint, we introduce the new and original concepts of characteristic spectra of
OTUs and families’ characteristic spectra.
The states of the characters of the attributes of the OTUs are considered in the spectra using
principles of both superposition and interference. For the same purpose we use as well as the density
and range concepts. An alternativer point of view is that of regarding the radius of the clusters as an
invariant characteristic [22] [23] [27] [42].
The methodology introduced here has been applied, as an illustrative example, to the important
astronomical problem of asteroids’ classification. We are able to reproduce the celebrated families
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of Hirayama by straightforward application of our algorithm, avoiding the intuitive and ad-hoc
considerations of previous researchers [2] [3] [4] [31] [46].
Measures that allow to determine the stability of a family by its attributes’ sensibility have also been
studied.
The Families proposed by Hirayama have been validated by the numerical method described above.
The spectra have been used in a rather original way so as to confirm that the results obtained with
our numerical methodology are congruent (consistent).
Our main contribution lies the use of dynamically independent domains to compute a
CHARACTERISTIC SPECTRUM for each OTU (Object) from the Resemblance Matrix. We have
computed this matrix by recourse to an iterative algorithm that allows us to obtain the clusters or
families.
In the taxonomic space this method of clustering delimits taxonomics groups that can be visualized
as FAMILIES’ CHARACTERISTIC SPECTRA.
One should be encouraged by the present results to evaluate an Invariant relative to the Centroid ::
Density :: Radius cluster for the incorporation of new members to the clusters, and also to design
structure using other methods that employ our technology.
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